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One of the most important and frequent things 

that I do for small business owners is to 

review, negotiate and give advice regarding 

their leased store spaces. The typical scenario 

is that a client calls, asks for a lease review 

and expects a quick confirmation from me 

that it is okay to sign the lease. However, this 

approach is contrary to what the tenant’s lease 

review process should be. The general attitude 

of small business owners in regards to leased 

spaces and lease agreements stems from their 

lack of awareness of how important the role 

of a lease in business operations and the role 

of the lawyer reviewing the lease is. 

 

This guide is written from a tenant’s 

perspective in the hopes of helping business 

owners effectively use and manage one of 

their key assets—their leased real estate—to 

achieve their business goals and run a 

successful business. 
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The Role of a Lease in Business Strategy and Performance 

Most businesses needs physical space. The most important aspect of occupying a space for any tenant is of course 
cost, and the ability to predict and control it. However, there are many other challenges that physical space may pose 
during the occupancy.  

 

The unique aspect of a lease agreement is that it is a long-term document. 
 

The lease agreement will dictate the respective rights and obligation of a landlord and a tenant, and govern the 
tenant’s relationship with the landlord for a long period of time, typically 5 years or more. Unlike buying a certain 
product in which a buyer and a seller walk away from each other after payment, a landlord and a tenant remain in a 
business relationship for an extended period of time. During that extended period of time, many things may occur. 
 

 

Consider the following familiar scenarios 

A tenant experiences a decrease of business volume resulting in a difficulty in making rent payments; The HVAC 
system (heating, ventilating, and air conditioning) may break down requiring a replacement; the building suffers a fire 
resulting in the tenant’s business being closed for a certain period of time or relocating to a new location; a competing 
business moves into the same mall despite having what the tenant believes to be an exclusive use right; the city in 
which the store is located requires certain alterations be made to the exterior and/or the interior of the tenant’s space; 
landlord may undertake a major renovation of a building and ask tenants to pay higher rent for reimbursement; 
landlord asks tenant to relocate to another space within the mall in anticipation of attracting a new tenant; anchor 
tenants move out, and now the mall is half empty. 
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It is critical to approach the lease with the understanding that the lease not only 

forms a long-term business relationship between the landlord and the tenant, but 

also creates the metes and bounds of the transaction that will impact the tenant’s 

day-to-day operations for the duration of the lease term.  

 

The lease is in effect a core consideration and a key player in the life of any 

business from selecting a location, to preparing to move in, to occupying and 

operating, and to selling or otherwise disposing of the business. 
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My Role as a Reviewing Lawyer 

When a client forwards me a lease for review, it is usually after most of the economic terms such 

as rent and the length of a lease are negotiated and agreed upon by both the landlord and the 

tenant themselves or through their respective brokers. When I review a lease drafted by a 

landlord, I have two major goals in a reviewing the lease: 

1. Make sure that the deal the client made with the landlord is accurately reflected in the actual 
lease. It is not unusual to find that the landlord’s lease form contains additional terms that will 
change the tenant’s financial obligations and other agreed upon terms. This happens because 

when the landlord and the tenant discuss the business aspect of a lease transaction, they do not 
necessarily talk about things that they do not consider to be the business deal. 
 
 
2. Review all provisions of the lease and advise the business owner as to what impact the lease 

would have on the owner’s business throughout the lease term, both monetary and non-monetary. 
In doing so, I advise as to whether the lease imposes any unacceptable risks and review whether 
the business owner is protected against various contingencies. 
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Tenant’s Initial Due Diligence 
Inspection of the Space: Top 3 Things to Consider 

Tenant’s Initial Due Diligence  

 
Once a tenant decides on a location for their business and reaches a preliminary agreement with the landlord on economic 
terms such as rent and the length of a lease, the space must be inspected while the tenant’s lawyer begins to review the lease. 
Early inspection of the space will help minimize the tenant’s exposure to unknown circumstances. Most leases will state that 
the tenant had a chance to inspect the space prior to taking possession and accepts the space “as-is” and “where-is.”  
 

Therefore, it is up to the tenant to see whether there are any items regarding the 
condition of the space that need to be addressed. 

 

Such a discussion with the landlord must be had prior to lease signing. The results of the discussion must be clearly and 
concisely incorporated into the lease agreement, including who pays for what and when. There are many things to consider 
during inspection of the space, but the following three (3) should never be overlooked. 
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1. Building Systems: prospective tenants should always check whether the existing building 

systems are working well, including the HVAC, fire alarms, and all other systems connections. If 

the systems cannot be tested for any reason, the lease should contain a provision that gives a 

protection for the tenant in the event the systems do not work. If the systems may need an upgrade 

or a replacement during the term of the lease, tenants should try to negotiate so that the landlord 

will bear the costs if such event occurs. 

 

 

2. Existing Violations of the Building Code and other Laws: Prospective tenants should inspect 

the space and see whether there are any existing violations of the relevant building code or other 

laws such as Americans with Disabilities Act, perhaps with the help of an expert such as an 

architect. If there are existing violations, the landlord should agree to remedy them, especially if 

the violations may interfere with the tenant’s business opening and/or operation. If certain repairs 

or changes are necessary prior to the tenant’s moving in, they will affect the tenant’s plans 

including opening of the business and the associated costs and expenses. 

 

 

3. Tenant’s Specific Needs: Adequate ingress and egress, parking, and signage are all important 

considerations for the operation of a tenant’s business. If there are any specific needs that a tenant 

requires in order to operate the business in the way they wish now is the time to ask and discuss. 
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Both the landlord and the tenant desire 
stability. The landlord wants a steady 
income stream from its tenants, and the 
tenant wants to control what they pay 
monthly in order to use the space for 
their business. 
 

 

With this understanding of both parties’ 
basic motivations, next we will cover 
the most basic and important provisions 
that define the big picture of lease 
transactions that will impact the 
tenant’s business operations during the 
term of the lease. 

Landlords’ and Tenants’ 

Basic Motivations and Core Concerns 
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What Every Tenant 

Needs to Know about 

the Lease’s Most 

Common Basic Terms 

1. Parties 

2. Guaranty 

3. Term/Option to Renew 

4. Rent 

5. Use/Exclusive Use 

6. Repairs & Maintenance 

7. Default 

8. Surrender 

II. What Every Tenant 

Needs to Know about 

the Lease’s Most 

Common Basic Terms 

1. Parties 

2. Guaranty 

3. Term/Option to Renew 

4. Rent 

5. Use/Exclusive Use 

6. Repairs & Maintenance 

7. Assignment & Subletting 

8. Surrender 
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1. Parties 

In a retail lease transaction, a tenant might be setting up a completely new store, or a tenant/buyer might be purchasing an existing 
store from a seller. In the case of purchasing an existing store from a seller, the buyer/new tenant must obtain a written 
acknowledgment from the landlord accepting the buyer as a new tenant. The landlord and prospective tenant may agree to enter 

into a new lease, but most likely the landlord and the new tenant will simply sign a document called an amendment to lease, while 
leaving all terms of the lease unchanged. Since most leases prohibit the tenant from assigning or otherwise transferring the lease to 
a third party without the landlord’s consent, getting the landlord’s written consent is very important.  
 

Failure to obtain the landlord’s written consent or having the lease in someone else’s name 
could cause serious issues because the landlord will not recognize the tenant’s right to 

occupy the space even if the tenant owns the business. 
 
That could result in the loss of the tenant’s various rights under the lease, which in turn would affect the tenant’s short and-long-
term business plans. 
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2. Guaranty 

Most business owners setup a corporation, LLC, or other type of entity in order to run a business. Because many of these entities 
do not have significant assets that secure the tenant’s performance under the lease, most landlords will likely require the business 
owner’s personal guaranty. The legal consequence of giving a personal guaranty is that the business owner’s personal (as 

opposed to the business entity’s) assets, such as cash in the bank account, other real or personal property may be used to fulfill 
the entity’s obligations under the lease. Sometimes, the landlord may accept significant amount of additional security deposit in 
lieu of a personal guaranty. There are pros and cons to this that should be given careful consideration. In any event, limiting the 
extent of the personal guaranty or putting in some additional measures to protect the guarantor should be explored and used 
whenever possible. 
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3. Term/Option to Renew  

Provisions on term (the duration of the lease) and the option to renew or extend are relatively straight forward. The most important 
aspect of this is how the tenant can exercise the option to renew.  
 

Usually the option to renew is not automatic. 
 

Most likely, the tenant is required to give advance notice, usually six months prior to the expiration of the initial term. Therefore, it is 
a good idea to diary the date by which the tenant will have to give notice to the landlord. Under normal circumstances, the landlord 
and tenant usually end up agreeing to the extension of the term even in the absence of the tenant’s giving timely notice. However, 
there are circumstances where the landlord will not excuse or waive the tenant’s failure to give timely notice, especially when the 

landlord and tenant are in dispute or when the landlord has other potential tenants. 
 

Another important thing to remember is that if the tenant is in default of rent payments or 
other terms of the lease, the tenant may not be able to exercise the option. 
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4. Rent 

Most tenants wish to have a “gross” lease, which means that the 
tenant’s monetary obligation to each month is a fixed amount or 
one lump sum payment. The good thing about gross lease is that 

the tenant knows exactly how much money to pay each month. 
Since a big chunk of monthly operating expenses is fixed, it 

provides stability. 
 

However many retail leases will say that their lease is a “triple 

net” lease. In those leases you will find the following terms: base 
rent; additional rent; common area maintenance (commonly 

known as CAM); taxes, etc. The base rent is a fixed amount per 
square foot. It is usually lower than the amount per square foot 

under a gross lease. The additional rent is the money the tenant is 

expected to pay in addition to the base rent to cover the landlord’s 
expenses in maintaining and repairing the common areas (such as 

a parking lot or elevators, etc.) and the property taxes. The 
additional rent is not a fixed amount and it will change every year 

depending on the actual amount that the landlord incurred. It 
usually goes up each year and it rarely goes down. Therefore, this 

is one of the unknown variables that may impact the tenant’s 
business economics and viability. 

 

It is important to know that the definition of 
additional rent includes a variety of items, and 
several of them can and/or should be excluded 

from the additional rent. Provisions on additional 
rent must be carefully reviewed and negotiated so 

that the total amount of monthly rent remains 
manageable and predictable, while reflecting a 

fair and reasonable amount considering the 

tenant’s proportionate share of the premises. 
Parties to a contract essentially create their own 
set of rules regarding their transaction within the 

limits of the law. It is up to the parties to 
negotiate the terms of their transaction, and a 

lease transaction is no exception to that rule. The 
landlord’s form lease may seem vary standard 

and/or non-negotiable, but almost all provisions 
are negotiable including the additional rent, 

although the extent of the negotiability may vary. 
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5. Use/Exclusive Use/Restrictions on Use 

In a shopping mall, the tenant mix is an important consideration to the landlord. Therefore, a lease agreement will almost 
always specify the use of the space by the tenant. The lease agreement may also contain restrictions on the tenant’s use, and 
grant an exclusive right to the tenant. If the tenant’s use clause states that the tenant is allowed to use the space for retail sales 

of hair and beauty items, the tenant can sell those items. Whether the tenant can also sell other items such as phone accessories 
depends on whether the lease contains any restrictions. If someone else in the building has an exclusive use right to sell 
phones and phone related items, the tenant may not be able to sell such items. Similarly, if the tenant has an exclusive right to 
hair and beauty items, no one else other than the tenant can sell such items within the shopping center.  
 

However, since many retailers sell a wide range of merchandise (for example, Walgreens sells some hair items as well), it is 
nearly impossible to get an exclusive right to a certain type of product. Instead, the exclusive use clause typically states that no 
one else in the same shopping center can sell hair and beauty items as its primary business. The language contained in the 
exclusive use clause including what constitutes a primary business requires a careful review in order to make sure that the 
exclusive use clause is really meaningful to the tenant. 

 

In short, tenants need to make sure 1) their use clause correctly describes their business; 
2) their exclusive use right meaningfully serves their business goals and protects their 

business; and 3) whether any restrictions on use impair the tenants’ business or the 
tenants’ short-term and long-term business goals. 
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6. Repairs & Maintenance 

The lease also contains provisions that allocate responsibility of repairing or replacing parts of the premises. A good lawyer 
understands the difference and distinction between repair and replacement as well as repair and maintenance. The lease will 
generally say that the tenant has the obligation to fix or repair anything that is broken. For example, if the air conditioning unit 

does not work, the tenant usually pays to have it fixed - this is a repair.  If the air conditioning unit cannot be fixed and a new 
unit is needed, this is a replacement. Many unexpected expenditures are relating to repairs, replacements and maintenance. 
Depending on the nature of the business and the structure of the building systems, this clause could mean vastly different things 
to tenants. Unless carefully reviewed and negotiated, a seemingly routine provision on maintenance and repair could be a trap 
for the unaware. 
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7. Assignment & Subletting 

Once tenant has an up and running business, a sale of the business might be a good option. In order for the tenant to be able to 
sell its business to a buyer, the tenant also has to be able to assign the lease along with the other assets of the business. 
Therefore, an assignment of lease is always a part of the sale of any business. However, all leases require landlord’s advance 

consent to this assignment. While landlord’s such consent cannot be unreasonable, the process of getting the landlord’s consent 
may involve unintended complications. Depending on the financial strengths of the buyer, a landlord at times would not release 
the tenant from the obligations of the lease. If this is absolutely necessary, tenant should limit its exposure to risks associated 
with the buyer’s non-performance of the lease obligations and clearly document it in the lease assignment document, while 
reserving a right to seek remedies from the buyer should such occasion arise. 
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8. Surrender 

This clause determines how a tenant should return the leased premises back to the landlord. This is especially important in a 
situation where a tenant improves the leased premises significantly. Most leases give landlords a wide discretion as to whether to 
ask tenants to remove certain items from the premises, even if they are attached to the premises. Removing certain attached 

elements from the premises may be costly. Therefore, if a tenant anticipates affixing or attaching significant tenant 
improvements to the premises, with the landlord’s consent, negotiating the surrender condition early on may be prudent. 
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The importance of reviewing a lease before signing 
cannot be emphasized enough. 
 

However, it is even more important to 
know how to respond and deal with a 

dispute when one arises between a 
landlord and a tenant. 

 
Handling a dispute poorly may impose significant 

emotional stress on a tenant and could result in 
unexpected circumstances if not handled properly. In 
this article, the term “dispute” has a liberal meaning to 
include all situations where the landlord and the tenant 
are not in complete alignment, either because the tenant 

disagrees with the landlord on a particular issue, or 
simply because the tenant cannot fulfill an obligation 
under the lease, which is commonly rental payments. 

III. How to Handle 

Landlord-Tenant Disputes 
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By entering into a lease, the landlord and the tenant 

create the law that will govern both parties’ conduct 

during the term of the lease. Therefore, the first place 

to look when a dispute arises is the lease itself. If the 

lease contains an express provision as to the particular 

topic at issue, then that will dictate the rights and 

obligations of the parties. 

 

However, tenants will find most lease 

provisions tremendously unfriendly to 

them unless the lease was negotiated 

before it was signed. Even if the lease was 

negotiated, if the tenant simply cannot 

fulfill an obligation for whatever reason, 

then the lease agreement would not be 

helpful in terms of finding a solution. 

Where to Look When a Dispute Arises and How to 

Approach the Solution-Finding Process 

A typical scenario under this category is one in which a tenant 

fails to pay the full rent when it is due. When that happens, the 

only solution any landlord would want to consider is the full 

payment of rent. Most landlords are resistant to any proposal that 

contains a reduction in the amount of rent, but it is not impossible 

to come up with a variety of creative proposals that are both 

acceptable to the landlord and manageable by the tenant. It is 

impractical to list all of them here as the analysis should be based 

on a variety of factors unique to the tenant. An experienced lawyer 

can effectively explore various ideas with the tenant and discuss 

them with the landlord. 

At a minimum, all legal options the tenant has and 

their practical ramifications should be explored as 

part of the solution-finding process. 

This approach is true of all kinds of disputes. The disputed issue 

may be about who has the obligation to repair certain things in the 

building or whether the landlord properly leased a certain space in 

the same building to a competing business. Whether parties 

disagree on the interpretation of certain provisions contained in the 

lease agreement or whether parties are simply faced with 

unexpected circumstances, knowing all the available legal options 

and what they really mean for a tenant’s business is crucial.  
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If an Agreement is Reached 

Once the landlord and the tenant agree upon some sort of resolution, it is critical to memorialize the agreed-upon 
resolution in writing. There are both legal and practical reasons for this, but from the tenant’s perspective, it serves 
two important goals: 

 
 
The first is to verify both parties’ understanding of the agreement and ensure that the parties are on the same page. It 
is not uncommon for both parties to have something slightly different in mind but believe that they are talking about 
the same thing. 

 
The second is to ensure that the agreement will continue to be effective even if a new landlord comes in. 
 
 
Property owners change, either voluntarily or involuntarily, and a new landlord may not be aware of the agreement 

that was entered into between the previous landlord and the tenant. It is always more difficult to prove what the 
agreement was in the absence of a written document.  
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When a Landlord Has Filed an Eviction Case 

If the landlord files an eviction case against the tenant for 

failure to pay rent, it is very important for the tenant to 

participate in the court proceedings. It is important even if 

the tenant believes nothing can be done in the eviction 

matter and the tenant’s plan is to simply move out. If the 

tenant does not participate in the eviction proceedings, a 

default eviction judgment may be entered against the 

tenant, which means that the landlord will almost 

automatically get what it wants without much difficulty. 

Even in a situation where moving out is 

likely to be the end result, it is critical to 

have some control over the circumstances 

surrounding the termination of the landlord-

tenant relationship. 

The consequence of having a default judgment entered 

against the tenant includes losing control of its business 

affairs by 1) giving up a valid defense, if any; 2) giving 

up one last chance to work things out; 3) giving up certain 

procedural rights instilled in the legal system; and 4) not 

being aware of what is going to occur from then on, 

which will cause instability and emotional stress. 

One of the important objectives should this situation 

arise, is to reduce the financial consequences of moving 

out earlier than the expiration of the lease term. The 

eviction action will terminate the tenant’s right to occupy 

the space, but it does not necessarily terminate all of the 

tenant’s legal obligations under the lease. For example, 

should a tenant be evicted prior to the expiration of the 

term of the lease, the tenant may still have a legal liability 

under the lease to continue to pay the landlord. 

If staying in business is the absolute goal, a 

strategic negotiation with the landlord while 

the eviction case is pending is even more 

important. 

If the tenant is a corporate entity, it should be mindful of 

court rules which require a corporate entity to be 

represented by counsel in court proceedings. Even if the 

tenant has not retained a lawyer before the first court date, 

it is very important to go to court on the first court date 

and ask for a continuance. Judges are likely to allow at 

least one continuance so that the tenant can find a lawyer. 
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Every case is different and has its own set of unique facts. Therefore, a successful solution for one tenant might not work for 
another tenant. When a dispute arises during the term of a lease, addressing the issue early and finding the right direction is 
key to accomplishing the tenant’s short-term and long-term objectives, whether that be to continue the business in the leased 
space, or to end the landlord-tenant relationship. 
 

Even in a scenario where there might not be a viable legal argument or defense, it is 
important to try to gain control of the situation to lessen the inevitable impact resulting 
from the disputes and prevent avoidable consequences, both financial and emotional. 
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The information contained here has been prepared for informational purposes only and is not legal advice. This 

material describes issues in general terms, and good legal advice required detailed analysis of particular facts and 

circumstances. We welcome the opportunity to discuss legal representation with readers of this content. However, the 

publication of this content is not intended to create, and receipt of the same does not create, an attorney-client 

relationship. We accept clients only after considering potential conflicts of interest and confirming the terms of our 

engagement in writing. We render legal advice to clients only after the completion of those procedures. Do not send 

confidential information until you speak with one of our attorneys and obtain authorization to send such information. 


